An Easy, Cost-Effective Document Solution for Small to Mid-Size Cases

Building successful arguments and outcomes for your litigation clients begins with a deep understanding of your clients’ and your opposing counsel’s documents. Today’s big cases rely on the use of complex, expensive e-discovery software run by professional teams that sift through millions of emails and documents.

But, what do you do for small cases?

The research and data analysis needs are the same for small cases, but for these, you need a fast, simple, and cost-effective tool that anyone on your litigation team can intuitively use to find and sort through the data, analyze it and build your case.

Today’s choices, however, are pretty bleak. You could try e-discovery software designed for much larger cases, but it is generally too expensive and complex to justify using it for small cases. Second, you could turn to your document management system (DMS), but it just isn’t effective either because:

a) Most DMS programs require time-consuming and expensive data conversions,
b) Image-only PDF documents can’t be keyword searched, and
c) Even if you manage to get your documents into the DMS, these systems don’t provide much help analyzing the information in them, much less getting the information back out.

Using Windows search is another option, but you still can’t search image-only files, plus most users find the tool to be slow, inaccurate and it offers no easy way to export a subset of records.

Finally, you could launch the process of reviewing every record and making notes or printing off copies of key documents, but that requires intense attention and hours your clients can’t afford.

Now there’s a solution.

MetaJure smart DMS offers a simple, practical alternative when you can’t justify using complex e-discovery software. Using automation and powerful algorithms, MetaJure enables you to upload client or opposing counsel records right onto your PC or network drives quickly – with no conversions needed – and then easily search and manage your documents. MetaJure even eliminates duplicates from your search results, while preserving a record of how many duplicates of a record there are and where they were found. You can quickly and easily get through the information, right from your PC or for any device that can log into your firm’s network.

Image-only records are no longer a problem either, as MetaJure automatically OCRs them and appends a searchable text file to the record. It then indexes all of these records and makes them easily searchable through a simple Google-like interface. Plus exporting a subset of records to a thumb drive for a deposition, trial or for production to opposing counsel can be done with a simple click of a mouse.

Finally, a “no-brainer” solution to the document dilemma for small to mid-size cases.

Contact MetaJure for more information and a demo.
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